Cleaning Kits & solutions

A. Narrow-Band Loop Mop Heads
Tackle messy floors with large and absorbent mop heads. Looped-end mop
heads are designed for longer product life. Use launderable mop heads over and
over again. 12 mop heads per case.
No.
Color
Size
Case
BWK 502BLNB NEW
Blue
Medium
BWK 502GNNB NEW
Green
Medium
BWK 503BLNB NEW
Blue
Large
Green
Large
BWK 503GNNB NEW

B. Boardwalk® Cotton Cut-End Mop Kit
Give floors a thorough clean with economical, high-quality cotton mop heads.
Mopping kits are great for heavy-duty cleaning. Easy-to-assemble kit ensures
nothing stands between you and a clean floor. Excellent quality at a modest
price. Includes two natural #24 mop heads and one 60-in. handle.
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BWK 5324-C NEW

Each

C. Boardwalk Looped-End Mop Kit
®

Absorbent mop heads are launderable for long-term usage. Great, all-purpose
yarn is suitable for any cleaning job. Durable handle, made from a combination
of strong metal and polypropylene, makes cleaning easy. Includes 2 blue medium
mop heads and one 60-in. handle.
BWK 400MB-C NEW

Each

D. Boardwalk Cleaning Kit
®

Complete cleaning kit provides a thorough clean for multiple surfaces, including
floors, sidewalks and sinks. System features a wet mop, push broom, maid’s
broom, handles and microfiber cloths. Launderable mop head and microfiber
cloths provide durability. Easy-to-use system is long-lasting and easy to
maintain. Includes one medium blue blended-loop mop head, one 60-in. handle
with a plastic quick-change head, one metal threaded handle, one 24-in.
polyfiber push broom, one maid’s corn/fiber broom, two blue and two green
16 x 16 microfiber wipes.
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BWK CLEANKIT NEW

Each

E. Mesh Mop Head Laundry Bag
Holds soiled mop heads for laundering; prevents tangling. Synthetic mesh net
bag, locking drawstring closure. White. 24 x 36.
UNS 3000

Each
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Mesh bag minimizes
tangling and protects
mop heads during
laundering.
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Can't fnd what you need? Call & let us help. See p. 2 symbol legend.
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